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MONKFISH AP - COMMITTEE MEETING 
JANUARY 23, 2023 
DRAFT MOTIONS 

 

FRAMEWORK ADJUSTMENT 13 
Advisory Panel 

Motion (Alexander/Raymond): The AP recommends Alternative 3 for Action 1 (specifications), as the 
preferred alternative for the Northern area. 

Motion as friendly amended: The AP recommends Alternative 3 for Action 1 (specifications), as the 
preferred alternative for both areas. 

Rationale: This is the highest ABC that is within the SSC recommendations, and it would be least 
disruptive in the South. This alternative would cause the least economic harm to the fishery while the 
fishery transitions to using the Ismooth approach for catch setting. The fishermen are seeing a healthy 
monkfish resource on the water. 

Ted Platz, Chair  Linda Hunt Absent 
Greg Mataronas, Vice Chair Yes Timothy Froelich Yes 
Terry Alexander Yes Sam Martin Listen-

only 
Bonnie Brady Absent Randall Morgan Yes 
James Dopkin Yes Lucas Raymond Yes 
Patrick Duckworth Yes Chris Rainone Yes 

The motion carries 8/0/0. 

 

Committee 

Motion (Hansen/Pappalardo): The Committee recommends Alternative 3 for Action 1 (specifications), 
as the preferred alternative for both areas. 

Rationale: This is consistent with the AP motion. The Committee supports the AP’s rationale. The 
Committee notes that other survey for  indices contained within the 2022 management track assessment 
report noted differing outcomes from the NEFSC bottom trawl survey and should be considered now and 
in the next management track assessment. 

Elizabeth “Libby” Etrie, Chair  Dewey Hemilright Yes 
Peter Hughes, Vice Chair Yes Scott Olszewski Yes 
Pete Christopher Abstain John Pappalardo Yes 
Dan Farnham Yes Paul Risi Yes 
Matt Gates Yes Alan Tracy Yes 
Eric Hansen Yes Kelly Whitmore Yes 

The motion carries 10/0/1. 

 

Advisory Panel 

Motion (Alexander/Raymond): The AP recommends Alternative 2, Option A (35 DAS) in the Northern 
Area. 

Motion as friendly amended: The AP recommends Alternative 2, Option A (35 DAS) in the Northern 
Area and Southern Areas. 
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Rationale: this would reduce TAL to be conservative in the North. Option A is about an 11% reduction in 
DAS which would help keep within the specifications. In the South, 35 DAS is a reduction (from 37). The 
southern fishery wasn’t meeting the TAL, but this provides a little buffer to account for the reduced 
specifications. The AP reiterates that its view that the stock is in a healthy condition. 

Ted Platz, Chair  Linda Hunt Absent 
Greg Mataronas, Vice Chair Yes Timothy Froelich Yes 
Terry Alexander Yes Sam Martin Listen-

only 
Bonnie Brady Absent Randall Morgan Yes 
James Dopkin Yes Lucas Raymond Yes 
Patrick Duckworth Yes Chris Rainone Yes 

The motion carried 8/0/0. 

 

Committee: 

Motion (Hemilright/Pappalardo): The Committee recommends adding an option to Action 2 
Alternative 2 for 37 DAS for the Southern Area and selecting it as the preferred alternative. 

Rationale: The impact analysis shows that 35 DAS projects 68% of the recommended TAL being landed. 
Thus, there is no need to reduce the DAS from the current 37 DAS in the south to remain within the TAL 
being recommended. 

Elizabeth “Libby” Etrie, Chair  Dewey Hemilright Yes 
Peter Hughes, Vice Chair Yes Scott Olszewski Yes 
Pete Christopher Abstain John Pappalardo Yes 
Dan Farnham Yes Paul Risi Yes 
Matt Gates Yes Alan Tracy Yes 
Eric Hansen Yes Kelly Whitmore Yes 

The motion carries 10/0/1. 

 

Motion (Farnham/Hughes): The Committee recommends Alternative 2, Option A (35 DAS) in the 
Northern Area and selecting it as the preferred alternative. 

Rationale: The Committee supports the AP’s rationale. This would reduce TAL to be conservative in the 
North. Option A is about an 11% reduction in DAS which would help keep within the specifications. The 
Committee reiterates its view that the stock is in a healthy condition. 

Elizabeth “Libby” Etrie, Chair  Dewey Hemilright Yes 
Peter Hughes, Vice Chair Yes Scott Olszewski Yes 
Pete Christopher Abstain John Pappalardo Yes 
Dan Farnham Yes Paul Risi Yes 
Matt Gates Yes Alan Tracy Yes 
Eric Hansen Yes Kelly Whitmore Yes 

The motion carries 11/0/1. 
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Motion (Farnham/Olszewski): The Committee accepts the PDT recommendation for a DAS use cap of 
46 across both areas. 

Rationale: This would help overall effort to not increase by shifting management to have a distinct 
allocation in the north and south for each permit. Should the prior motions be accepted, each permit 
would have 72 (35 + 37) DAS allocated, but a use cap of 46. This would allow continued flexibility to 
fish in both areas.  

Elizabeth “Libby” Etrie, Chair  Dewey Hemilright Yes 
Peter Hughes, Vice Chair Yes Scott Olszewski Yes 
Pete Christopher Abstain John Pappalardo Yes 
Dan Farnham Yes Paul Risi Yes 
Matt Gates Yes Alan Tracy Yes 
Eric Hansen yes Kelly Whitmore yes 

Motion carries 10/0/1. 

 

Motion (Farnham/Hemilright): The Committee recommends that the Councils ask the NEFSC that 
prior to the next monkfish management track assessment, the current Ismooth assumptions be 
investigated and to be sure that the survey is tracking more than survey noise and that recent catches and 
survey trends are linked. Also, a detailed research plan is needed as soon as possible to increase the 
likelihood of the next research track assessment being successful. 

Rationale: By successful, the Committee would like an assessment that we have more confidence in as 
being accurate and consistent with what the industry is seeing on the water. 

Elizabeth “Libby” Etrie, Chair  Dewey Hemilright Yes 
Peter Hughes, Vice Chair Yes Scott Olszewski Yes 
Pete Christopher Abstain John Pappalardo Yes 
Dan Farnham Yes Paul Risi Yes 
Matt Gates Yes Alan Tracy Yes 
Eric Hansen Yes Kelly Whitmore Yes 

Motion carries 10/0/1. 

 

2023-2024 MONKFISH RSA PRIORITIES 
 

Motion (Farnham/Gates): 

The Committee developed revisions to the Monkfish RSA Priorities approved in June 2022. The 
revised list is, not in priority order: 

1. Development of alternative stock assessment models. 
2. Research on monkfish life history focusing on: (a) age and growth, (b) longevity, (c) reproduction 

and (d) natural mortality  
3. Trawl and gillnet gear studies focusing on (a) bycatch reduction, including reducing interactions, 

and injury/mortality associated with these interactions, with sea turtles, Atlantic sturgeon, right 
and humpback whales, and other protected species and (b) size and/or species selectivity;  

4. Research on the pingers used for monkfish gillnet gear to reduce porpoises, so that interaction 
with seals is reduced; and  

5. Research to improve the monkfish market (e.g., increasing domestic demand, making new 
markets).  
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6. Research on discard mortality rates for gillnet and trawl gear (scallop dredge discard mortality 
rate was adjusted down in the 2022 assessment based on research. Need research for other gears). 

7. Develop a standardized CPUE index for the commercial gillnet fishery. 
 

Motion to amend (Hemilright/Hansen): 

The Committee developed revisions to the Monkfish RSA Priorities approved in June 2022. The 
revised list is: 

Highest Priority 

1. Development of alternative stock assessment models, and analyze existing survey indices (e.g., 
dredge survey) for potential use in the Ismooth model and/or alternative assessment. 

2. Develop a standardized CPUE index for the commercial gillnet fishery for potential use in the 
assessment. 

 
Other Priorities (not in priority order): 
3. Research on monkfish life history focusing on: (a) age and growth, (b) longevity, (c) reproduction 

and (d) natural mortality  
4. Trawl and gillnet gear studies focusing on (a) bycatch reduction, including reducing interactions, 

and injury/mortality associated with these interactions, with sea turtles, Atlantic sturgeon, right 
and humpback whales, and other protected species and (b) size and/or species selectivity;  

5. Research on the pingers used for monkfish gillnet gear to reduce porpoises, so that interaction 
with seals is reduced; and  

6. Research to improve the monkfish market (e.g., increasing domestic demand, making new 
markets).  

7. Research on discard mortality rates for gillnet and trawl gear (scallop dredge discard mortality 
rate was adjusted down in the 2022 assessment based on research. Need research for other gears). 

 

Elizabeth “Libby” Etrie, Chair  Dewey Hemilright Yes 
Peter Hughes, Vice Chair Absent Scott Olszewski Yes 
Pete Christopher Yes John Pappalardo Yes 
Dan Farnham Yes Paul Risi Yes 
Matt Gates Yes Alan Tracy Yes 
Eric Hansen Yes Kelly Whitmore Yes 

Motion carried 10/0/0. 

Main motion as amended: 

The Committee developed revisions to the Monkfish RSA Priorities approved in June 2022. The 
revised list is: 

Highest Priority 

1. Development of alternative stock assessment models, and analyze existing survey indices (e.g., 
dredge survey) for potential use in the Ismooth model and/or alternative assessment; 

2. Develop a standardized CPUE index for the commercial gillnet fishery for potential use in the 
assessment. 

 
Other Priorities (not in priority order): 
3. Research on monkfish life history focusing on: (a) age and growth, (b) longevity, (c) reproduction 

and (d) natural mortality;  
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4. Trawl and gillnet gear studies focusing on (a) bycatch reduction, including reducing interactions, 
and injury/mortality associated with these interactions, with sea turtles, Atlantic sturgeon, right 
and humpback whales, and other protected species and (b) size and/or species selectivity;  

5. Research on the pingers used for monkfish gillnet gear to reduce porpoises, so that interaction 
with seals is reduced, 

6. Research to improve the monkfish market (e.g., increasing domestic demand, making new 
markets); and.  

7. Research on discard mortality rates for gillnet and trawl gear (scallop dredge discard mortality 
rate was adjusted down in the 2022 assessment based on research. Need research for other gears). 

 

Main motion as amended and perfected: 

The Committee developed revisions to the Monkfish RSA Priorities approved in June 2022. The 
revised list is: 

Highest Priority 

1. Development of alternative stock assessment models, and analyze existing survey indices (e.g., 
dredge survey) for potential use in the Ismooth model and/or alternative assessment; 

2. Develop a standardized CPUE index for the commercial directed monkfish gillnet fishery for 
potential use in the assessment; 

 
Other Priorities (not in priority order): 
3. Research on monkfish life history focusing on: (a) age and growth, (b) longevity, (c) reproduction 

and (d) natural mortality;  
4. Trawl and gillnet gear studies focusing on (a) bycatch reduction, including reducing interactions, 

and injury/mortality associated with these interactions, with sea turtles, Atlantic sturgeon, right 
and humpback whales, and other protected species and (b) size and/or species selectivity;  

5. Research on the pingers used for monkfish gillnet gear to reduce porpoises, so that interaction 
with seals is reduced; 

6. Research to improve the monkfish market (e.g., increasing domestic demand, making new 
markets); and.  

7. Research on discard mortality rates for gillnet and trawl gear (scallop dredge discard mortality 
rate was adjusted down in the 2022 assessment based on research. Need research for other gears). 
 

Elizabeth “Libby” Etrie, Chair  Dewey Hemilright Yes 
Peter Hughes, Vice Chair Absent Scott Olszewski Yes 
Pete Christopher Yes John Pappalardo Yes 
Dan Farnham Yes Paul Risi Yes 
Matt Gates Yes Alan Tracy Yes 
Eric Hansen yes Kelly Whitmore yes 

The main motion as amended and perfected carries 10/0/0. 

 

 

OTHER BUSINESS 
No motions. 
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